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About
Megathon
The Megathon Metaverse is an eco friendly VR city comprising of

millions of spaces for your own personlized real estate which can be

versed as 'Your Game'.

In Megathon, players also known as Dwellers can connect with

friends, experience different cultures and lifestyles, create tokenized

items, start businesses, venture into real estate and explore the city.

Megathon provides a fair chance to every resident in the city. Thanks

to MEGAN.

READ MORE
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VISION
The real estate has been mastered  

by interstellar moguls. After the first  

millennium trend, the future settles  

in by creating 'Megathon', A virtual  

city available for all proxima  

voyagers

READ MORE

http://www.megathon.io/


MISION
Introduction of $MEGAN as a  

tokenized asset created for the full  

operation of the Megathon City.

With total ownership of MEGAN,  

dwellers can perform any action  

within the Megathon city and make  

time-to-time transactions with it.

READ MORE
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Our Goals
VIRTUAL EXPERIENCE

Every excellent project starts with a plan. Make your

own plans in Megathon. In Megathon city, gamers will

enjoy extra ordinary experience in accessing the city.

BREAK THE CITY BOUNDARY

The Megathon bridge in the virtual experience with  

here and now. The business policyNebula allows you  

to duplicate digital identical twins in and take in  

Megathon city exactly how it seem in real life.

CLONE YOURSELF

Relish the hope to experience 'diversified lives' in the  

intervening time in Megathon, be at various places,  

undertake different projects, in any way you pick.
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M egathon  

Product

MEGAN is a tokenized asset

created for the full operation of

the Megathon City.

With $MEGAN all dwellers can

rent, purchase or lease a space

ie within Megathon city.

Project

Description

Megathon city is a virtual city

created and developed to clone

and enhance the very existance

of man on the real world.

Target  

M arke t

The target market is the entire

universe. Which means it is so

simple to operate in Megathon

even without a single idea of

what the metaverse is all about.

Future  

Plan

Megathon project is heading to

become the first virtual city to

be built with the latest AI which

will make it possible for

dwellers to perform everyday

task within the city.
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MEGATHON  
PLAN
The Megathon City project was set

up with ideal initiatives that will

boomerang theuniverse.

READ MORE
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